a b s t r a c t
Vanadium is a transition metal that, being ubiquitously distributed in soil, crude oil, water and air, also found roles in biological systems and is an essential element in most living beings. There are also several groups of organisms which accumulate vanadium, employing it in their biological processes. Vanadium being a biological relevant element, it is not surprising that many vanadium based therapeutic drugs have been proposed for the treatment of several types of diseases. Namely, vanadium compounds, in particular organic derivatives, have been proposed for the treatment of diabetes, of cancer and of diseases caused by parasites. In this work we review the medicinal applications proposed for vanadium compounds with particular emphasis on the more recent publications. In cells, partly due to the similarity of vanadate and phosphate, vanadium compounds activate numerous signaling pathways and transcription factors; this by itself potentiates application of vanadium-based therapeutics. Nevertheless, this non-specific bio-activity may also introduce several deleterious side effects as in addition, due to Fenton's type reactions or of the reaction with atmospheric O 2 , VCs may also generate reactive oxygen species, thereby introducing oxidative stress with consequences presently not well evaluated, particularly for long-term
Introduction
Progress in the chemistry of vanadium, namely in the search of its therapeutic applications has been exponential during the last 10-15 years, and several reviews have been published, a few of them during the last five years [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , as well as a few others in distinct areas, not so well covered in the more recent reviews [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . In this work we will make a review on medical applications of vanadium complexes, not trying to systematically cover all publications, but to make a more comprehensive text. The recent book edited by Michibata [20] includes chapters of 'Vanadium Effects on Bone Metabolism', 'Vanadium in Cancer Prevention', Cardiovascular Protection with Vanadium Compounds' and 'Inhalation Toxicity of Vanadium', thus these topics will only be shortly addressed.
Distribution, essentiality and potential toxicity of vanadium
Considering relative elemental abundance in our planet's crust, vanadium (0.019%) is the 18th element, thus not far from that of zinc (0.008%) [6] . It is ubiquitously distributed in soil, fossils (particularly in crude oil), water, air and living organisms. In sea water vanadium exists mainly in the form of H 2 VO 4 − and is the 2nd most abundant transition element, being about two orders of magnitude more abundant than iron [6] . The usual V concentrations in drinking water are in the 10 nM range, but groundwater from volcanic areas may contain much higher amounts, up to ca. 2.5 M [6] , and contamination is frequently observed in rivers, lakes and seas ( [11] and references therein). Many metal ions have a general tendency to interact with biomolecules, therefore, it is not surprising that natural evolution has incorporated many of them into performing a wide variety of tasks and playing crucial roles in living beings. Since nature has made such extensive use of metal ions, the questions: "Can metal ions be incorporated into drugs? And can coordination chemistry be used with advantage for medicinal purposes?" naturally arise and are the subject of Medicinal Inorganic Chemistry [7, 21] . Vanadium, being ubiquitously present in our planet's crust also found roles in biological systems, and this work focuses on the potential uses of vanadium-based therapeutic compounds in Medicine.
Several groups of organisms accumulate vanadium and/or employ vanadium in life processes. On the basis of its high amount found in the earth' crust, namely in pre-biotic conditions and when life first appeared, and of its known use in biochemistry, vanadium is likely to have an essential role in most if not all living beings, namely in humans [2, 6] . The average vanadium concentration in the human body is approximately 0.3 M and with equilibrium between the amount excreted from the body and the constant supply of some vanadium via food and drinking water may easily be maintained [22] .
The main routes of vanadium uptake and distribution in the human body are sketched in Fig. 1 (adapted from [6] ). Nonoccupational vanadium exposure is predominantly from the food supply and typical daily doses consumed by humans have been estimated at 0.01-0.03 mg V/day [5] . Dietary uptake is a quite ineffective process because most of the dietary vanadium is usually excreted with the feces (see below).
The main natural sources for vanadium loads in the atmosphere are continental dust evolving from weathering of soils, marine aerosols and volcanic emissions [11, 23, 24] . Other major sources for aerial contamination are from mining, industrial enterprises and burning of crude oil. In non-polluted areas, the concentration of vanadium oxides (VOx) is in the range of 50 ng m −3 , but pollution, where combustion of petroleum and oil are the main contributors to aerial VOx, can raise the V levels up to >10 3 ng m −3 in urban and industrial areas in particular [25, 26] .
Worker exposure to vanadium has largely resulted from inhalation of vanadium pentoxide in workplace dust [27] . Respiratory effects are the most common problems thereof, but many organs can suffer adverse effects [28] . Vanadium oxides are readily absorbed in the lungs and after solubilization in the form of vanadate, H 2 VO 4 − , enter the blood stream. The maximum allowable concentration in breathing air amounts to 0.05 mg m −3 . In case of one-time exposure, the limit values for immediate danger to health for an average human are 7 mg of vanadium (intravenous application), and 35 mg of V m −3 in breathing air (inhalation) [5, 6] . Normally, food does not constitute a potential hazard. The average contents of V in food are ca. 30 g kg −1 ; the no-effect level for oral intake is 10 mg kg −1 per day [6] . For relevant references see Costa Pessoa and Tomaz [7] , the two volumes of 'Vanadium in the Environment' [29] , the chapter of 'Inhalation Toxicity of Vanadium' by Assem and Levy [30] , the review of Olopade and Connor [13] and all references provided therein.
Biological actions

Enzyme inhibition
Many studies developed in vitro or in experimental animal models have revealed that vanadium compounds display insulin mimetic properties such as mitogenic effects, stimulatory and inhibitory action on cell differentiation and numerous metabolic effects.
In vitro studies in cell-free systems have shown the effects of vanadium derivatives on the activity of many enzymes, especially those related to phosphate reactions.
Vanadium inhibits several ATPases with different potency [31] . Moreover, vanadium compounds also inhibit different phosphatases such as alkaline phosphatase, acid phosphatase and tyrosine-protein phosphatases [32] . Other enzymes inhibited by vanadium are ribonucleases, phosphodiesterases, phosphoglucomutase and glucose-6-phosphatase [33] .
The PTPases activate or inhibit intracellular signaling pathways triggering different biological effects in a cascade way. In biological systems the level of phosphorilated proteins is a balance between the activity of kinases and phosphatases, showing that both types of enzymes have an important role in the regulation of cellular processes. The phosphatases that hydrolyze phosphoproteins are classified in two groups: with affinity for serine-threonine phosphate proteins (PS/TPases) and those with affinity to tyrosinephosphate proteins (PTPases). All of them catalyze the hydrolysis of phosphate esters. The PS/TPases are metalloenzymes that produce the direct attack of a water molecule to the P atom of the substrate. On the contrary, the PTPases are not metalloenzymes and their active site has a cysteine residue and in their catalytic mechanism a fosfocysteine is formed as an intermediate. Moreover, these enzymes are structural and mechanistically different from the acid and alkaline phosphatases as well as those that hydrolize phosphate-esters of small molecules such as glucose-6-phosphate [34] . Vanadium compounds can oxidize this cysteine residue by the formation of free radicals regulating in that way many biological events [35] [36] [37] .
The alkaline phosphatases are bound membrane glycoproteins codified by different genes and classified as specific tissue phosphatases and non-specific tissue phosphatases. These enzymes hydrolyze phosphate monoesters from small molecules and proteins and catalyze the transference of phosphate groups to hydroxyl groups of organic molecules. The mechanism of action occurs through the phosphorylation of a serine residue of the active site, followed by the transference of the phosphate group to a water molecule or to an organic acceptor [38] .
The ability of vanadium to inhibit these enzymes is closely related to the physicochemical properties of vanadate and phosphate (see Section 3.2). Structurally, vanadate is similar to phosphate but it is important to emphasize that vanadate shows a greater flexibility in its coordination geometry. Both anions participate in similar reactions. The generation of a stable transition state between the vanadate and the enzyme has been considered the reason for its inhibitory effect to the enzyme activity. Studies by X-ray diffraction demonstrated that vanadate binds in the active site of the enzyme with trigonal bipyramid geometry. Assays with vanadium compounds of different coordination geometry suggested that the complexes with five coordination were more potent inhibitors than those with coordination numbers six or seven [39] . Nevertheless, there are other factors that can affect the enzymatic activity [39, 40] .
The V IV O 2+ cation also inhibits different enzymes and in some cases with a greater potency than vanadate. One proposed mechanism for this inhibition is based on the possibility of V IV O to adopt a trigonal bipyramid, bind in the active site of the enzymes and thus cause inhibition of the activity [33, 41] .
Enzyme activation
In most cases, enzyme activation by vanadium follows an indirect mechanism. Vanadium can stimulate the enzyme activity through the formation of complexes with ligands that resemble the structure of physiological substrates. For instance, the glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase is activated by vanadate. Another mechanism to regulate enzymatic activity is related to the enzymes activated or inhibited through the phosphorylation of tyrosine residues. Vanadate also forms esters with Tyr residues mimicking their phosphorylation process with a great impact in several biological events. The activation by vanadate of some cytosolic kinases and the insulin receptor (IR) has impact on the balance between phosphorylation-dephosphorylation processes. In vitro experiments with cells in culture show that VCs may cause or enhance insulin mimetic actions such as stimulation of protein phosphorylation in Tyr residues increasing the level of phosphoinositides, stimulate cell proliferation in different cell lines, promote the uptake of small molecules and ions, etc. On the contrary, vanadium compounds also can exhibit antitumor effects as well as toxic and transforming actions in different cell lines. Moreover, it is worthy to know that globally the underlying mechanisms of action of vanadium compounds are still poorly understood [14, [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] .
Vanadium compounds are well-known for their antidiabetic effects both on glucose and lipid metabolism, but the mechanisms are still not completely understood. It has been previously reported that VO(acac) 2 , VO(maltolato) 2 and NaVO 3 , attenuated basal lipolysis in 3T3L1 adipocytes assessed by glycerol release as a marker of lipolysis [47] . Though both Akt and ERK pathways are activated by the VCs, but only Akt activation by these three vanadium compounds plays a role in their antilipolytic effect. On the other hand, VO(acac) 2 can block cell cycle progression at the G1/S phase via a highly activated ERK signal pathway in human hepatoma HepG2 cells. The results indicated that similar activated pathways may lead to differential biological consequences for cancer cells and adipocytes, indicating that VCs may be used in the prevention and treatment of both diabetes and cancer. The action of insulin depends on its binding to the hormone receptor and its activation. Then the transduction of the signal involves a series of protein kinases such as MAPK and S6 kinases, as well as lipid kinases such as PI3-K. The insulin mimetic effects of vanadium may be caused by the stimulation of the autophosphorylation of the insulin receptor but in different manner than the hormone [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] . These effects depend on the tissue and the animal species. For instance, in rat lung cells and rabbit and mouse diaphragm cells vanadium did not cause autophosphorylation of insulin receptor [54, 55] . On the other hand, the inhibition of tyrosine kinase activity of insulin receptor by vanadate did not suppress the effects of vanadate on glucose metabolism, suggesting a post-receptor action [52] . VCs that show insulin-like effects, stimulate kinases of the signal transduction pathways used by insulin beyond IR and IRS-1such as MAPKs and PI3K.
In CHO cells, which do not express insulin receptors [56] , vanadate and oxidovanadium(IV) stimulate the phosphorylation of proteins of the insulin pathway such as ERKs, p70s6k and p90rsk, which in turn phosphorylate and regulate the action of transcription factors, many of them related with cell proliferation. PI3-K is other enzyme that regulates metabolic and mitogenic effects of insulin. Vanadium promotes the activity of this enzyme [57] . Moreover, the activation of the pathway ras-MAPK by VOSO 4 seems to depend on the activity of PI3-K [58, 59] . On the other hand, in Swiss 3T3 mouse fibroblasts, vanadate stimulates S6 ribosomal kinase (p90S6K or p90rsk) [60] .
Most of the results support the hypothesis that PTPases inhibition may be the main mechanism by which vanadium compounds exert insulin mimetic or insulin enhancing effects [40, [61] [62] [63] .
It was also suggested that vanadate may cause some of the insulin effects through the activation of a cytosolic kinase (CytPTK) [63] . This can be considered an alternative via to promote insulin like effects.
Another interesting field is the effects of vanadium on cell proliferation and differentiation. Growth factors stimulate cell proliferation though the activation of different receptors that in turn trigger intracellular signaling pathways which promote the action of different transcription factors. Insulin stimulates Ras-MAPK pathway and as a sequence cascade events, insulin exerts its mitogenic actions. In the same way, different agents able to activate the signal transduction pathways of insulin can cause cellular proliferation. Different in vitro studies of cells in culture have demonstrated that VCs display a biphasic behavior toward the mitogenesis: concentration between (1) 2.5 and 25 M usually enhanced cell proliferation while (2) concentrations over 50 M inhibited this event [64, 65] .
Vanadate stimulates DNA synthesis in fibroblasts, behaves as a growth factor mimetic agent promoting the transition of the cells from G0 to G1 phase in the cell cycle [66, 67] . Moreover, vanadate potentiates the proliferative effect of IGF-I in osteoblasts in culture [68] . At the mitogenic doses, vanadate also showed a dosedependent increase in alkaline phosphatase (a marker of mature osteoblasts) in cultured calvarial cells and stimulated bone collagen synthesis.
Different V IV O-complexes with organic ligands regulate osteoblast differentiation, displaying a stimulatory action on collagen type I synthesis [69] .
The mitogenic actions of vanadium compounds may be mediated by the MAK pathway. In fact, as it has been previously mentioned, V indirectly activates some kinases such as ERKs and PI3-K. Sequentially, the activated ERKs promote the action of some transcription factors and convey the cells to enter into the cell cycle [58, 59] . PI3K activation is also related to the mitogenic actions of vanadium because there is a crossing between the two pathways. PI3K activates PKB and in this way it can support for the mitogenic actions of VCs [70] .
Other pathways activated by vanadium that may be related to its proliferative effect are those of phosphoinositides and heterotrimeric protein G. At 100 M, V increases the levels of inositol mono-, di-and tri-phosphate through mechanisms dependent or non-dependent of tyrosine kinases [71] . On the other hand there are cases where vanadate stimulates the proteins G pathway but at very high concentrations (3-10 mM). These concentrations are very high comparing with those that cause proliferative effects in cell cultures [72] .
Physiological roles of vanadium
The report of Cantley et al. [73] that endogenous vanadate inhibits Na + and K + ATPase in vitro was made in 1977 and since then many other physiological roles have been ascribed to vanadium, such as mitogenic actions, stimulation of bone cell proliferation, bone collagen synthesis and noradrenaline release from pulmonary artery, inhibition of oxidative drug demethylation, stimulation of oncogen expression and histamine release from mast cells, as well as toxic and cytostatic actions, antidiabetic actions and neoplastic transformations. The possibility that vanadium compounds (VCs) may regulate osteogenesis and possibly be able of counteracting the bone damaging actions of glucocorticoids has also been suggested [74] [75] [76] .
As mentioned, one relevant prospective role of VCs is in diabetes mellitus (DM) treatments. An important feature of vanadium's insulin mimetic (IM) action is the multiplicity of its effects and these were reviewed in e.g. [12, 17, 18, 63, [74] [75] [76] [77] [78] [79] . In both spontaneously and chemically induced diabetic animals, vanadium alleviate not only the primary symptoms of diabetes, high blood glucose and triglyceride and cholesterol levels (although tissue vanadium levels normally do not correlate with the glucose-lowering effect), but also prevents or reverses several of the secondary complications: sorbitol accumulation [80, 81] , cataract development [82, 83] , impaired thyroid hormone [84, 85] , alterations in kidney morphology [86, 87] and adrenal hypertrophy [87] . In partially pancreatectomized rats [88] vanadium administration reversed insulin resistance by restoration of muscle glycogen synthesis; in STZdiabetic rats it stimulated basal hexose uptake in muscle and liver [89] and even in non-diabetic rat muscle vanadium therapy increased sensitivity to insulin stimulation of glycolysis and glycogen synthesis [90] , impaired antioxidant status and excessive food and fluid intake [91, 92] .
It was also reported that vanadate prevented the decline in cardiac performance due to diabetes [84] and cardiomyopathy [84] . With streptozotocin-induced (STZ) diabetic rats, isolated working heart parameters of left ventricular developed pressure and rate of pressure development also indicated that BMOV (1a, Fig. 2 ) administration resulted in significant attenuation of this heart dysfunction [93] .
Since secondary complications of diabetes are known to have increased oxidative stress as etiologic components [90] , the possibility that vanadium's insulin mimesis is partially due to changes in pro-oxidant/oxidant balance was also considered [94, 95] . An imbalance of production of ROS over functional antioxidant defenses has been associated with several pathological conditions [96] , e.g. cardiovascular disease [97] , rheumatoid and osteoarthritis [96] , diabetes mellitus [98] , tumor angiogenesis and proliferation [99] , cataract formation [100] , and inflammation [101] .
Curcumin, a compound known for its neuroprotective action [102] , has demonstrated efficacy in all of these pathological conditions [103] , while VO(cur) 2 was more effective as an anti-cancer agent, compared to uncomplexed curcumin or VOSO 4 alone, it was more than twice as effective as curcumin alone as an anti-arthritic agent, and was more than four times as effective as curcumin alone in inhibiting smooth muscle cell proliferation [104] . Probably a relevant aspect deserving care is that neither curcumin nor VO(cur) 2 were effective in reducing plasma glucose levels in STZ-diabetic rats. In contrast, there are reports on the capacity of curcumin to facilitate lowering of plasma glucose or to decrease insulin resistance. The difference might be that these experiments Fig. 2 . Some vanadium compounds that have been reported to exhibit insulin-like effects [7] .
by Thompson et al. [104] were obtained upon acute oral administration of curcumin and VO(cur) 2 [104] , while the data by other researchers are from oral gavage on a daily basis for 6-7 weeks of curcumin to STZ rats [105] or db/db diabetic mice [106] .
One interesting compound is VO(alx) 2 (compound 2, Fig. 2 ). The group of Sakurai prepared several VCs and evaluated their biological functions in vitro and in vivo [17, 107] , demonstrating that whether administration was by acute oral gavage or by acute i.p. injection, VO(alx) 2 could be one of the most promising complexes for the treatment of diabetes [108] . The pharmacological functions of VO(alx) 2 include hypoglycemic effects and the improvement of hyperinsulinemia, hypercholesterolemia and hypertension [108, 109] . VO(alx) 2 significantly induced V uptake in the insulin-responsive tissues such as the adipose, liver and muscle tissues [110] . VO(alx) 2 also affects the tyrosine phosphorylation of IR␤ and IRS, leading to the activation of PI3K-Akt signaling and the translocation of GLUT4 to the plasma membrane. Moreover, it was also demonstrated that VO(alx) 2 regulates the DNA binding activity of the FoxO1 transcription factor, which in turn controls the expression of gluconeogenesis genes in response to Akt activation [111] . Overall, VO(alx) 2 improves diabetes, obesity and hypertension by enhancing insulin sensitivity and leptin resistance in obesity-linked type 2 diabetic KKAy mice and was proposed as a promising VC to treat both type 1 and obesity-linked type 2 diabetes [109] .
As a final comment the reader should also consider the interesting review by Aureliano and Crans [112] , who summarized proteins that interact with vanadates, giving more focus to decavanadates, and showing that vanadate biological effects are not only due to monomeric vanadate. Namely, decavanadate interacts with the polyphosphate, nucleotide and inositol 3-phosphate binding sites of enzymes.
Therapeutic applications of vanadium compounds (VCs)
Concerning applications of VCs as therapeutic agents, treatment of diabetes has been one of the main focuses. In fact, vanadium compounds have been reported to exhibit insulin-like effects and among the VCs tested as small molecule insulin-mimetics, or insulin-enhancers, V IV O(maltolato) 2 ; ˇ values of the hydrolytic V IV -species were obtained from Ref. [147] .
glucose levels in streptozotocin-induced (STZ) diabetic rats [76] [115] and a semicarbazone derivative [116] and VO(acac) 2 (see Section 4). Several VCs have also been reported to have prospective usefulness as anti-parasitic [117] [118] [119] [120] [121] [122] , spermicidal [123, 124] , anti-viral [125] , anti-HIV [126] [127] [128] [129] [130] , and anti-tuberculosis [131] [132] [133] agents (see below).
3.1. Uptake, speciation and biodistribution of vanadium compounds [6] . Vanadium can also enter the blood stream by injection or infusion, either intentionally when injected intravenously or intraperitoneally, or accidentally when present as a 'contaminant' in infusion solutions [134] . Besides speciation, vanadium compounds ending up in the blood stream either after resorption in the gastrointestinal tract, or via the lungs, or by infusion/injection, are subjected to redox interconversion between V V and V IV , depending on the oxygen tension and the presence of redox-active agents. The main transporter in blood for both anionic vanadate(V), cationic V IV O 2+ , and neutral or charged V IV OL species is transferring [135] .
Values in the range 0.2-15 nM were determined [136] for the vanadium concentration in human blood plasma. Upon oral treatment of human patients with VCs, the concentration of V in blood serum depends on the regime and amount of compound given, and much higher values have been reported, ca. 1-10 M [76, 113, 137] . In rats treated with BMOV [138, 139] or BEOV [140] (1a or 1b in Fig. 2 ) maximum values of ca. 40-60 M were found in their blood plasma.
Plasma vanadium contents in rats may be considered to decline in three phases. The 1st phase is a rapid decline with a half-life t 1/2 of 1 h, followed by a second intermediate decline (t 1/2 ≈ 26 h) and a third slow one with t 1/2 ≈ 10 days. Vanadium contents in blood are thus reduced to about 30% within the first 24 h [5, 134] . Clearing occurs directly via urinary excretion, as well as after distribution over tissues, and about 50% of the vanadium is found in urine after ca. 12 days. The residence time of vanadium in bones, where it may replace phosphorus in hydroxyapatite, is ca. 1 month [113] , corresponding to a half-life of 4-5 days.
Vanadium in biological systems may be present in the oxidation states +III (V III ), +IV (V IV ) or +V (V V ) [141] . For mammals V IV and V V are normally considered more relevant as V III is very susceptible to oxidation; however, V III -hTF species (hTF = human serum transferrin) have been reported to be quite air-stable [142, 143] . At the very low concentrations such as those present in blood plasma V V exists mainly as H 2 VO 4 − and HVO 4 2− , often referred as VO 3 − , or as monovanadate; at pH 7.4 and low concentrations of V V in blood plasma, and several potential ligands being present, it is not expected that divanadates (V 2 ) or tetravanadates (c-V 4 ) might form. In cells, usual physiological vanadate concentrations are also too low to allow for the formation of oligovanadates. Locally, however, concentration enhancement or template-directed nucleation [144] may take place, and the oligovanadate(s) then formed can interact with proteins and DNA. Cellular targets and processes probably affected by decavadates are: (1) membrane depolarization, (2) pumps, channels, receptors in cellular membrane and in endoplasmic reticulum membrane, (3) contractile system, (4) cytoskeleton structure and function, (5) mitochondria bioenergetics, (6) ROSs species changes and antioxidants responses, and (7) probably also nucleous [112] . V IV normally exists as V IV O-species. V IV O 2+ is quite susceptible to oxidation for pH > 3 and forms an insoluble hydroxide for pH > 4 (K sp ≈ 7.4 × 10 −23 ) [145, 146] . At pH > 5 oligomeric vanadium species may be relevant, even at concentrations as low as 10 nM, see (Fig. 3) . In blood serum probably V IV O 2+ is totally bound to high molecular mass and low molecular mass bio-ligands also present; inside cells many bio-ligands are present that form complexes with V IV O 2+ with binding constants probably higher than 10 9 , thus most of the V IV O 2+ should also be bound. However, the presence of a very small amount of V IV O(OH) 3 − (free or bound?) cannot be ruled out and its relevance in physiological media should be taken into account. Fig. 4 . Analogy between phosphate and vanadate. Besides monovanadate being structurally similar to phosphate, the acid-base equilibria operating and other types of reactions (e.g. V and/or P 'ester' formation) are similar. However, there are also some structural and pKa differences (see text) [6, 148] .
Vanadate/phosphate analogy
Monovanadate and phosphate are structural analog, monovanadate being only slightly larger than phosphate (see Fig. 4 ) [24] .
From a geometrical point of view the two anions are not much different, vanadate(V) thus being a competitor of phosphate in sites commonly occupied by phosphate [23] . However, there are also significant differences: Presently there is no solid basis for categorizing VCs, such as those depicted in Fig. 2 , as harmful when administered in reasonable amounts. Instead, as mentioned above, vanadium in the form of H 2 VO 4 − , is probably involved in the regulation of phosphate-dependent processes, such as metabolic processes involving phosphatases and kinases and the phosphate metabolism in general [32] . Thus, probably vanadium is an essential element. This plausible regulatory role of vanadium is certainly related to the structural and chemical similarity between phosphate and vanadate (see Fig. 4 ). Additionally, the participation of V IV and V V in leveling reactive oxygen species (ROS) suggests that vanadium can be beneficial in the treatment of several diseases and malfunctions related to ROS imbalances [23] .
The competitive behavior of vanadate with respect to phosphate is likely the clue for the insulin-mimetic/insulin-enhancing effect of VCs. As mentioned, for pH > 6 at low concentrations, free V IV O 2+ exists significantly as V IV O(OH) 3 − , being structurally similar to V V O(OH) 3 ( H 3 VO 4 ). Inter-conversion between V IV and V V is thus fast and easy in physiological conditions, and it has been suggested that, besides monovanadate(V), V IV O(OH) 3 − may also mimic phosphate [6] .
Transport of vanadium in blood
Once in the blood stream, blood serum constituents will probably dominate vanadium speciation, and consequently the final cellular uptake by tissue cells and the targeting pathways for vanadium.
Speciation can encompass ligand exchange and/or redoxinterconversion between V V and V IV (and, potentially, V III ) [143, 149] . For ligand exchange, the low molecular mass constituents lactate and citrate, and the high molecular mass constituents, transferrin (hTF), albumin and immunoglobulin G, are the more important ones, with hTF having a predominant role. Reducing agents such as ascorbate, glutathione and NADH can induce reduction of V V to V IV , and oxidants such as NAD + , O 2 , O 2 2− and O 2 − can convert V IV to V V .
If vanadium is introduced in blood in the form of a prospective drug of composition V IV OL n (examples are some of the complexes of Fig. 2) , part of the vanadium may cross the membrane of the erythrocyte cells [150] , V V is reduced to V IV by cellular glutathione [151] [152] [153] [154] and binds to hemoglobin [153] . The vanadium compounds remaining in the blood plasma may bind to hTF forming either type 1 or type 2 species (see Fig. 5 ) or forming (V IV O) 2 hTF.
In holo-hTF, (Fe III ) 2 hTF, the protein is in its 'close conformation', thus it is recognized by the transferrin receptors of the cell membranes, and Fe III is up-taken by cells as (Fe III ) 2 hTF by a receptor-mediated endocytosis process. Regarding the cellular uptake of vanadium, present in a prospective drug of composition V IV OL n , several scenarios can apply for the up-take process:
-The complex is stable enough to remain intact, and sufficiently lipophilic to slowly cross the cellular membrane via diffusion. Pyridinone complexes such as 4 in Fig. 2 enter erythrocytes by diffusion [150] . [7, 155, 156] . Namely (V IV O) 2 hTF is probably recognized by the cellular hTF receptors and internalized via endocytosis [149] ; there is no information available regarding V IV O(L)(hTF), but in this case probably hTF does not form the 'closed conformation' required for adequate binding to the cell receptors. -Either V IV O 2+ , or vanadates, or V IV O(L) n species, bind holo-hTF, at available donor atoms of the protein; these species are probably recognized by the cellular hTF receptors and internalized via endocytosis [143, 157] . -V III species may form, e.g. (V III ) 2 hTF and or (V III )(Fe III )hTF, which forms the 'closed conformation' and probably is recognized by the cellular hTF receptors and also internalized via receptormediated endocytosis [143] . -The complex is stable enough to remain intact and contains one or more functions in the outer coordination sphere that are recognized by cell receptors; receptor-mediated uptake is then again a potential transport route. -Albumin receptors on the cell (e.g. adipocites) surface would also be likely vehicles if a VC binds to HSA [158] .
It was also reported that human serum albumin (HSA) enhanced the insulin-like activity of a few VCs more that transferrin [159] . The VCs increased tyrosine phosphorilation in response to insulin, including IR␤ and IRS1 [160] . This may be due to enhanced uptake by cells, but the subject deserves further studies.
Biodistribution in the body
If we aim for the clinical use of VCs in the future, the organ distribution and metallokinetic features of vanadium, as well as Source: Adapted from Ref. [143] .
of the corresponding complex forms, have to be well understood [16] . For these purposes, neutron activation analysis (NAA) has been one of the important techniques used to determine the total vanadium levels in organs of rats given VOSO 4 or VCs with different coordination modes. In rats treated with VOSO 4 vanadium was found in kidney > liver > bone > pancreas [161] [162] [163] , while in rats treated with VCs such as VO(5-ipa) 2 ( Fig. 6 ) it was detected in bone > kidney > spleen > liver > pancreas [164] . Such differences between organ distribution of VOSO 4 and VCs might suggest longacting character of the complexes. Vanadium levels after 25 weeks of BMOV supplementation were comparable with those obtained after 10 weeks of VOSO 4 feeding, but daily BMOV dose taken was about half [93] . BMOV treatment of diabetic rats at a concentration of 0.75 mg/mL in drinking water resulted in accumulation of V in bone, kidney, liver, muscle, and fat, without any mortality over a 25-week period, with a decrease of plasma glucose, %GHb, triglycerides and cholesterol. BMOV therapy effectively prevented the development of the myocardial dysfunction associated with STZ-induced diabetes in rats, even in those rats whose blood glucose levels remained above normal [93] .
Total vanadium distribution in STZ-rats treated with VO(6-Mepic) 2 was also examined by an NAA method [165, 166] . V accumulated in almost all tissues, particularly in bone and kidney, in the mitochondrial fraction of the liver and in the supernatant of the kidney of STZ-rats receiving VO(6-Mepic) 2 by i.p., injections. Similar tendencies were observed in vanadium distribution in STZ-rats given the same VC by oral administration, except for an accumulation in the mitochondrial fraction of the liver. V accumulation in the bone of rats receiving i.p. injections of VO(6-Mepic) 2 was remarkable: ≈3.3 times that in the kidney and ≈11 times that in the liver. These results were somewhat similar to the distribution of vanadium in rats treated with i.p. injections of VO(pic) 2 , where accumulation in bone was approximately 4.7 times that in the kidney and 35 times that in the liver. In rats treated with complexes such as VO(5-ipa) 2 , by NAA [74, 162, 164, 165] or radioisotope [167] determinations, V was found in kidney > liver > bone > pancreas.
In STZ rats treated with VO(5-ipa) 2 by daily i.p. injections for 14 days, and then without administration of the VC for additional 14 days, the organ distribution of total V was: bone (0.32 mol/g of wet tissue) > > kidney (0.08) > spleen (0.04) > adipose (0.02) ≈ liver ≈ pancreas > lung ≈ heart > blood cell ≈ serum > brain [16] .
The long-term action of VO(6-Mepic) 2 and of other VCs by oral administration is probably related to the accumulation of V mainly in the bone. Vanadium accumulated in the bone may be released gradually to other organs via the blood-stream after stopping the administration of the VC, and is able to normalize the blood glucose levels for a long period.
To access the metallokinetic features of VO complexes the group of Sakurai applied a BCM-EPR method, which allows the tracing of paramagnetic species in the blood (Fig. 7) [16, 168] . For example, VCs were given by a single i.v. injection to rats at 37 • C under anesthesia with pentobarbital, and the V IV -EPR spectra were measured at room temperature every 30 s. It was concluded that a major factor for the disappearance of EPR signals in the circulating blood due to VCs was not the participation of redox processes of VO species in the circulating blood, but their distribution to the tissues and elimination from the body [164] . Thus the V IV O species taken up into the blood are distributed to the short-and long-stay tissues, and then accumulated there or re-distributed in the bone, liver and kidney.
The real-time EPR analysis of V IV O species revealed that in terms of half-life (t 1/2 ), their clearance rate from the blood of rats given VOSO 4 was higher than those given VCs, being 5 min in VOSO 4 -treated rats and 7-30 min in VC-treated rats [164] . The slow clearance rate of the VCs suggests that a higher distribution of vanadium in rat organs is obtained, which in turn indicates long-term acting normoglycemic effects upon stopping V administration. . Scheme depicting how in vivo blood circulation monitoring-electron paramagnetic resonance (BCM-EPR) studies on rats are carried out [168] . The method was used to measure the real-time disposition of spin probes in the circulating blood of rats.
Source: Reproduced with permission from Ref. [168] .
The slow elimination of V from the circulating blood of rats indicated a different association of the VC with the blood components such as serum proteins or erythrocytes between rats given VO(5-ipa) 2 and those given other VCs. By metallokinetic analysis it was concluded that V IV O species tended to be distributed in the peripheral tissues and gradually eliminated from the circulating blood. VCs with electron-withdrawing and donating groups remained significantly at higher levels and longer, due to their slower clearance rates from blood, suggesting that the high exposure and longer residence of the VC is associated with a higher normoglycemic effect in diabetic animals. In vitro IM activity, metallokinetic character and in vivo antidiabetic action of VO-picolinate complexes thus appear related to their chemical structures [169, 170] .
Vanadium also accumulated in almost all tissues, especially in bone > kidney > liver > pancreas in rats given VO(pyd) 2 12. In subcellular distributions of vanadium in rats treated with VO(pyd) 2 or with VOSO 4 , vanadium was found most abundantly in the supernatant fraction of the kidney, while in the other three fractions no significant difference in vanadium distribution was found [171] . The hepatic distribution of vanadium in rats treated with VOSO 4 differed from that in rats treated with VO(pyd) 2 : while the highest vanadium concentration was determined in the mitochondrial fraction of the liver in rats treated with VOSO 4 , the distribution of vanadium showed no significant difference among the four fractions in rats treated with VO(pyd) 2 [171] .
For BMOV and VOSO 4 [167] disappearance of vanadium was fastest from blood, and slowest from bone, followed by kidney, then liver. The relatively slow clearance of V from plasma may be attributable to vanadium recirculation [140] , as also seen with a much smaller dose of V by oral gavage [172, 173] ; disappearance of vanadium was fastest from soft tissues (11-132 h versus 15-73 h) and slowest from bone (t 1/2 = 24 days for NH 4 VO 3 versus t 1/2 = 30 days for BEOV) [140] .
Chronic administration of a VO-compound has lead to bone tissue accumulating the highest amounts of vanadium. Suggestions have been made that V is probably in the form of vanadate(V) substituting phosphate in the mineralized hydroxyapatite structure of bone [174] . However, the measured bone tissue paramagnetism indicated that it also contains V IV O-species [175] .
V IV O 2+ may substitute Ca 2+ and Mg 2+ in bone tissue [176] and diabetic individuals have a higher incidence of bone fractures than non-diabetic ones. The effect of VO(acac) 2 on bone structure, after chronic daily treatment of alloxan-induced diabetic rats for 35 consecutive days, and several parameters related to the bone characteristics were measured [177] . The authors reported that the plasma level of osteocalcin, a protein that may be used as a marker of osteoblast activity and is secreted by osteoblasts was decreased in diabetic rats (7.5 ± 1.9 ng/mL), but was partially restored upon VO(acac) 2 treatment (ca. 12.6 ± 1.1 ng/mL), though still lower than the baseline level in non-diabetic rats (ca. 15.4 ± 4.4 ng/mL) and in non-diabetic rats treated with vanadium (ca. 15.1 ± 1.8 ng/mL). Additionally, while the treatment of diabetic rats with VO(acac) 2 did not change the bone mineral density, overall it improved or normalized their strength, trabecular thickness and the mineral apposition rate [79, 177] .
Vanadium in the treatment of diabetes
Background: Diabetes mellitus (diabetes), is associated with an impaired glucose and fatty acid metabolism, induced by a non-existent or insufficient insulin supply, or inadequate response to insulin. Insulin is produced by the ␤-cells of the Langerhans' islets in the pancreas. Receptors on the ␤-cells are activated by glucose (and, synergistically, fructose), stimulating the secretion of insulin [178] that then targets cellular trans-membrane insulin receptors (IRs) to down-regulate glucose levels.
Type 1 and type 2 are the main manifestations of diabetes. According to estimates [179] , up to 10% of the world population is suffering from diabetes. Type 1 (or juvenile) diabetes, corresponds to approximately 10% of diabetes cases, is the result of greatly reduced or even lacking production of insulin, commonly as a result of an autoimmune reaction which destroys the ␤-cells, or a damage of the pancreas by an accident. Type 2 diabetes normally develops in elderly (commonly > 60) individuals; insulin is still produced, but the insulin receptors (IRs) of the tissue cells no longer respond properly to insulin.
As mentioned in Section 2.2, the main potential of vanadium for the treatment of diabetes probably comes from the similarity between vanadate and phosphate highlighted above. However, unlike phosphate and phosphate esters, vanadate is not easily released once bound at the enzyme's active site. Additionally, in contrast to phosphorus, for which the 5-coordinate state, achieved on binding covalently to the active center, is just a transitional situation, vanadium forms quite stable 5-or 6-coordination compounds; thus, once bound at the active site, vanadates are not easily released and hence block off this site for phosphate, thus resulting in an inhibition of the respective enzyme [6] . Interestingly, the known examples of protein structures with vanadium bound in the active sites globally show that both the square pyramidal and the trigonal bipyramidal geometries can support the transfer of the phosphoryl group in phosphatases and other phosphorylases [180] . However, it is clear that there are much more reported examples of trigonal bipyramidal complexes in the active site than square pyramidal complexes. Considering that in small molecules the square pyramidal geometry is more common than the trigonal bipyramidal one, this observation supports the expectation that the trigonal bipyramidal geometry of V V is supported by the proteins with preference over the square pyramidal geometry. This is an interesting result, but probably is not very surprising as most of these phosphatases are build-up to support a 5-coordinate phosphate transition state.
Insulin-mimetic (-enhancing) vanadium compounds
Vanadium compounds that show insulin-like effects are frequently designated by insulin mimetics (IM); however, since in most situations there is some residual insulin production, the designation insulin-enhancing compounds are more adequate. For many years, in the treatment of diabetic animals and, sporadically, human individuals, V V and V IV compounds have been employed. V IV O 2+ is quite susceptible for oxidation for pH > 3 and forms insoluble hydroxide for pH > 4. At pH > 5 oligomeric vanadium species may be relevant, even at concentrations as low as 10 nM (see Fig. 3 ).
Mainly due to the very low oral bioavailability of inorganic salts (ca. 1-2%), V IV complexes with organic ligands have been extensively explored. Organic ligands allow for a fine-tuning of the vanadium compound with respect to stability, rate of absorbance from the GI tract (when applied orally), targeting of and internalization by the tissue cells, and toxicity. A key compound in this regard has been BMOV [181, 182] , 1a in Fig. 2 , and derivatives thereof, such as the V IV -complexes formed with ethylmaltol (BEOV), 1b [113] and allixin (2) [108, 183] . The related complex with kojato (3) and the pyridinone complex 4 have also been prospective therapeutics. Several other complexes have been studied, such as VO(acac) 2 6, and several picolinato and dipicolinato derivatives (Fig. 6 ).
Maltol is a naturally occurring compound and an approved food additive in many countries. BMOV and BEOV have so far been the only VCs to be subjected to clinical tests, essentially with encouraging response [113] . Several other VCs have been tested with cell cultures (in vitro) and with diabetic animals (in vivo), such as e.g. STZ rats and Zucker rats as models for diabetes 1 and 2, respectively. Fig. 1 provides an overview of the uptake and distribution of vanadium compounds in the human body. When internalized orally, VCs are subjected to rather strong acidic conditions (pH ≈ 2) in the stomach; the potentially 'destructive' effects of such acidity can be circumvented by drug encapsulation. The saliva and the small intestine are slightly alkaline. Therefore, in addition to the expected speciation of the originally applied pro-drug, while crossing these organs with quite distinct pH conditions, the possible loss of ligand(s), oxidation (mainly in the oral cavity) and reduction (mainly in the GI tract) must be considered as unavoidable situations. Additionally, the original VC may have changes upon interaction with low and high molecular mass constituents, which may behave as ligands. These are abundantly present in the nutritional components, as well as in body fluids and secretions of body fluids stimulated by the intake of food. In fact, without participation of ligands, VCs would be converted into simple compounds: (i) V IV O 2+ salts, probably then forming insoluble V IV O(OH) 2 (for 4 < pH < 7.5), which will not be absorbed and is expelled with the feces, and (ii) V V -compounds, H 2 V V O 4 − (in the pH range 7 ± 0.7)
− is expected to be absorbed in the small intestine and thus can be distributed throughout the body. In addition to the oral uptake of inorganic vanadium compounds, inhalation and thus pulmonary ingestion of vanadium oxides, present in dust particles, is another possible route [184] . In the lungs, a substantial part of the VOx may be solubilized being converted to vanadates and thus also introduced into the blood stream.
Vanadium coordination compounds VO(carrier) n , with organic carrier ligands, such as those indicated in Figs. 2 and 6, will also be involved in speciation when entering the body. At low and high pH the loss of one or all carrier ligands may take place, the compounds being converted to other distinct complexes or to inorganic vanadium. Alternatively, or additionally, the body's own ligands L can induce re-organization in the coordination sphere, forming VOL n , or mixed (carrier)/L species, thus changing absorption properties.
The carrier ligand in VO(carrier) n compounds largely influences the efficacy of a vanadium compound by determining resorption, transport, and stability of the complex, and thus the bioavailability of the true antidiabetic species, possibly vanadate. Underlining the advantageous bioavailability and therapeutic efficacy of VO(carrier) n compounds [113] , these have indeed been more effective than inorganic VCs.
The group of Sakurai tested several new drug delivery systems trying direct intestinal administration (e.g. into the ileum), involving enteric-coated capsulation (ECC), gelatine capsules and VO-biopolymer (poly-␥-glutamic acid, ␥-pga) complexes, to overcome several of the gastro-intestinal absorption and/or irritation problems with vanadium inorganic salts [14, 17, 185, 186] . Such administration forms indeed improved absorption, ECC and ␥-pga delivery systems giving better results than gelatine capsules. However, to our knowledge these promising results with diabetic mice did not lead to any clinical tests with humans.
Transdermal delivery has also been tried in diabetic rats both passively and by iontophoresis, using peroxovanadium, with and without complexation by 1,10-phenanthroline [76, 187, 188] . Increased blood levels of vanadium were achieved, but blood glucose reduction was reported to be modest.
The VO(carrier) n compounds are inherently susceptible to hydrolysis and administration of these VCs is likely to result in loss of ligand, and extensive work has been carried out aimed at determining the actual active species [1, 107, 111, [189] [190] [191] [192] [193] [194] [195] [196] . Studies using BMOV and BEOV demonstrated that upon administration of the complex, the maltol ligand separates from the metal ion, and transport proteins such as transferrin are likely to play key roles in the distribution of vanadium intracellularly [1, 7, 113, 194, [197] [198] [199] .
Due to transmetalation processes and cellular compartmentation it is also likely that other ligands in addition to transferrin are involved in the biological effects of V compounds. Thus, most probably the VC taken will partially or completely hydrolyze in the GI and/or in blood serum, and vanadium will bind to bio-ligands, namely to hTF. Either by endocytosis, by diffusion, or by the anion channels (vanadate), vanadium may be uptaken by cells and then be again subjected to speciation and redox leveling. Its availability for subsequent therapeutic or toxicity effects will depend on several factors, namely the amount uptaken, the type of tissue and if the carrier ligand is still present or not, allowing leveling of effects and/or targeting to the sites of therapeutic action. In any case the final intracellular break down of the complex most probably occurs to allow for the display of vanadium's physiological effects.
The mode of action of vanadate in glucose homeostasis
Most cells contain insulin receptors incorporated in their membranes. The IR is a tetrameric trans-membrane protein, being tyrosine kinases, with two ␣ subunits exposed to the outside and the two ␤ subunits (IR␤) exposed to the cytosol. When insulin docks to the ␣ subunits, the tyrosine residues of the intracellular ␤ subunit IR␤ become phosphorylated, this corresponding to the activation of IR␤. The cytosolic insulin-signaling cascade is initiated in this way, and involves several post-receptor events, ending up with the activation of the glucose transporter (GLUT4). Thus, the phosphorilation of IR␤ triggers the phosphorylation of IR substrates, IRS, intracellular proteins containing tyrosine residues. The activation of the IRS in turn initiates a signaling cascade, in the course of which kinases such as phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K), protein kinase B (PKB/Akt), and glycogen synthase kinase-3␤ (GSK3␤) are activated [3, 183] . PKBs, which bind phosphate through Tyr or Ser residues, and then target GLUT4, the glucose transporter [3, 6] , which is translocated to the cell surface and intakes glucose. Once in the cytosol, glucose is either broken down to CO 2 and H 2 O, or triggered by activated GSK3␤, polymerized to glycogen.
There is increasing consensus that the vanadate-phosphate analogy is relevant for the insulin enhancing action and mode of operation of vanadium compounds, and the most widely accepted mode of action for V compounds thus far is attributed to the inhibition of protein tyrosine phosphatases.
In the absence of insulin or in the case of inadequate insulin response of the IR, phosphorylation of the tyrosine residues in the IR␤ subunits of the IRs is counteracted by a protein tyrosine phosphatase (PTP-1B). As a result the signaling breaks down, and so does the cellular uptake of glucose. If vanadate is present inside the cell, as the result of uptake of a vanadium compound (see Fig. 8 [200] , thereby restoring/keeping active the signal transduction paths for glucose uptake [201] (Fig. 8 ). This possibility was confirmed for e.g. BMOV [202] 1a and for VO(dhp) 2 4 [203] . VO complexes inhibit PTP-1B and activate phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase → Akt signaling through the enhancement of tyrosine phosphorylation of IR␤ and IRS [3] . The particular case of BMOV action was reviewed by Srivastava and coworkers [204] who showed that, besides being better than inorganic V-compounds in inducing phosphorylation of PKB, GSK-3 and FOXO1, a key upstream transducer of BMOV is probably the transactivation of IGF-1R. In this way and through the activation of the PI3K pathway, the phosphorylation of PKB is mediated as well as its downstream targets which regulate glucose transport, glycogen synthesis and gluconeogenesis. The group of Crans [205] also suggested that activation of IR signaling by both insulin and BMOV administration involves increased association of IR with specialized nanoscale membrane micro-domains. The observed insulin-like activity of BMOV (or of its decomposition products) would be due to changes in cell-surface membrane lipid order rather than due to direct interaction with the IR.
In the case of VO(acac) 2 it is not certain whether it directly stimulates the IR tyrosine kinase activity, or if its acts indirectly through activation of other tyrosine kinases or inhibition of tyrosine phosphatases [160] . In fact, VO(acac) 2 was reported to exhibit synergism with insulin, to regulate the Tyr phosphorylation levels of the IR and of IRS-1 [160, 206] and in some conditions to act as an uncompetitive inhibitor of PTP-1B [206] . It was also reported that VO(acac) 2 in the presence of HSA also activates, and much more than VOSO 4 , the phosphorylation of IR␤ [207] .
Vanadate may bind to several other protein tyrosine phosphatases inside the cell, inhibiting their action, or to protein kinases, stimulating their action. However, kinase activation does not appear to be involved with the pharmacological effects of vanadium, at least for autophosphorylation of the insulin receptor, other phosphotyrosine phosphatases, or PI3K [207] [208] [209] [210] [211] [212] . Whether
is not known. If both can bind to the O-atom of the Tyr side groups, then redox reactions involving the two forms may also be operating (the consequences of these processes cannot be easily anticipated).
The mode of action for V compounds being associated to the inhibition of protein tyrosine phosphatases, it is also relevant to understand that some VCs are reversible inhibitors, whereas others are irreversible by modifying the protein through redox processes [213] . The recent review of Crans et al. [180] of coordination environment of vanadate bound to protein tyrosine phosphatases concluding that actual differences between the coordination environments are very small and presumably less critical than generally anticipated, is an interesting observation whose consequences on the subject under discussion cannot easily be anticipated.
The group of Crans et al. has also proposed that interactions of VCs with cellular redox processes are important in the anti-diabetic effects of VCs [190] , VCs cause increases in ROS and RNS (reactive nitrogen species) via multiple mechanisms [214, 215] . Thus, alternatively, or additionally, ROS produced by vanadates (V IV O(OH) 3 − or H 2 VO 4 − ) may be responsible for e.g. the inhibition of PTP-1B by oxidatively targeting the Cys residue present in it. Cys has to be present in its reduced form for full activity of PTP-1B [6] . The group of Crans also proposed that the compound stability and the ability to interact with cellular redox reactions are key aspects for the insulin-enhancing activity exerted by VCs [5] . Moreover, the possibility that membrane interactions are influenced by the ligand was also suggested, and that such membrane effects may affect uptake and action of the VCs [207, 216] .
Experiments with humans
Both inorganic and organic forms of vanadium have been tested in human subjects [217] [218] [219] [220] [221] . Doses used are normally comparatively lower than those in experimental animals, and thus only modest improvements in insulin and glucose metabolism were seen within a few weeks upon the start of the trials. The major drawback reported was gastrointestinal (GI) distress. Since only a small amount of vanadium is absorbed, generally <2% of an oral dose [222] , a major goal of research has been the development of appropriate ligands both to improve absorption and thus decrease the dose required, and to attenuate the gastric irritation. BEOV completed Phase I and then advanced to Phase IIa clinical trials. In the Phase I trial, the safety and tolerability of orally administered increasing single doses between 10 mg and 90 mg of BEOV were tested with 40 non-diabetic volunteers. No adverse effects were found throughout the trial period, which included a comparison study between BEOV and VOSO 4 upon comparable levels of vanadium intake, and demonstrated increased uptake and longer residence time for the complex [76, 117] .
The results reported for the nonlinear pharmacokinetics of BMOV after oral intake, in which the maximum plasma concentration of vanadium (C max ) and the area under the curve (AUC), increased in a non-proportional way with the five oral doses (10-90 mg), and the apparent oral clearance (dose/AUC) decreased significantly as the dose was increased, suggesting that both the oral absorption and first-pass elimination of BMOV are capacitylimited processes through the gastrointestine and liver. Feeding had quite negative effect on availability of BEOV, suggesting ligand substitution by food components [76] .
Other major observations in the Phase I study were the safety and tolerability of pharmacologically relevant doses of BEOV: there were no adverse health effects in any of the volunteers; gastrointestinal, liver and kidney function, blood parameters such as hemoglobin and bilirubin levels, all remained within their normal limits throughout the study. Overall bioavailability of vanadium from BEOV was three times that of VOSO 4 [223] , also consistent with previous data obtained with animals [224] . Noteworthy, vanadium absorption after administration of 75 mg BEOV in the fasted state was approximately 13 times higher than from administration of the same dose in the fed state. Tolerability was comparable in both fed and fasted states, with no clinically significant adverse events or changes in the safety parameters assessed.
The objectives of the Phase IIa trial were to assess the safety and efficacy of a 20 mg (equivalent, on a molar basis, to ∼12.5 mg of hydrated VOSO 4 , or to ∼3 mg as V), daily dose of orally administered BEOV over a 28-day treatment period in type 2 diabetic individuals, with a 14-day non-treatment follow-up. Glycosylated hemoglobin change, FPG, response to oral glucose tolerance and glycosylated hemoglobin (%HbA1c, percent hemoglobin A1c) were some of the controlled outcome parameters included. Seven subjects were treated with BEOV in the fasted state and two were given a placebo control [76] .
Globally a positive treatment effect was observed in most of the treated patients, such that reductions in fasting blood glucose were observed when compared to the two placebo subjects. Response to an oral glucose load generally improved in the treated diabetic subjects compared to controls. Glycosylated hemoglobin increased as a percentage of total hemoglobin in the placebo controls. In the treated subjects the change in %HbAIc during treatment was variable, but two of the patients showed consistent decrease. According to the several measures done, overall, the dose of BEOV, given daily to type 2 diabetic subjects for about one month, clearly affected diabetic symptomatology.
Comments on IM therapeutic vanadium compounds
In terms of pharmacological effects, as emphasized above, one very relevant action of vanadium, as monovanadate, is the inhibition of the active sites of phosphatases and related enzymes involved in the hydrolysis of phosphate esters. Vanadium indeed appears to be a particularly effective inhibitor of the phosphatase that deactivates IR's kinase active site; moreover, it inhibits a variety of phosphatases which control numerous cellular functions. Consequently, it is possible that vanadium may have deleterious side effects at doses used in pharmacological studies [208] .
Additionally, partly due to the ability to generate ROS, and also because of the mixture of inhibiting and enhancing effects in several biologically relevant processes, which exert nonspecific effects on different cell structures, VCs have many routes of action, sometimes diametrically opposite. Namely they may have both antitumor and carcinogenic properties. Additionally, not much is known regarding the effect of VCs on the immune system and inflammatory reactions [11] .
Given the potential toxicity of vanadium, the biotransformations and biodistribution of vanadium-containing drugs are of outmost importance. A VC that would not readily hydrolyze in the gastrointestinal tract when given orally and could be directed to specific tissues might presumably overcome the mentioned deleterious side effects.
Thus, the potential of VCs to treat diabetes is still an open field. Ideally to avoid or at least minimize adverse side effects, VCs that may be directed to insulin-sensitive tissues (adipocytes, hepatocytes, and skeletal muscle) need to be developed. Partial or complete hydrolysis of the chelate ligands in these tissues could then release the bioactive form locally.
Whether the tight connection between adverse effects and beneficial effects can be solved is not yet established, but if the toxic side effects of vanadium could be avoided it would have high potential pharmacological interest for the treatment of diabetes.
Vanadium in the treatment of cancer
In recent years the anticancer properties of VCs have been noticed, but the underlying mechanisms are also not well understood.
The main targets for the antitumor effects of vanadium are the disruption of cellular metabolism through the generation of ROS, the alterations of cellular organelles such as lysosomes, mitochondria, the spindle proteins such as actin and tubulin, some signal transduction pathways, cyclins and caspases which in turn play a role in cell cycle arrest and apoptosis. Moreover, cell proliferation can also be disturbed by genotoxic effects of vanadium exerted at the nuclei of the cells and on DNA damage.
In different cancer cell lines, some VCs act inhibiting cell proliferation in the whole range of tested concentrations. These VCs were then evaluated as potentially antitumor agents [14, 44] Identification of appropriate models for in vivo and in vitro preclinical testing of inhibitors of tumor angiogenesis and progression is vital to the successful development of anticancer therapeutics. Although the focus is on human molecular targets, most preclinical in vivo efficacy testing has been done with mice.
In an interesting study [225] , hepatic pre-neoplasia was induced in male Sprague-Dawley rats, and the levels of modified DNA bases 8-hydroxy-2 -deoxyguanosine (8-OHdG), a potential marker involved in the initiation of carcinogenesis, were measured upon supplementation of NH 4 VO 3 in drinking water, at a dose of 0.5 ppm during 4 consecutive weeks. The formation of 8-OHdG decreased in the pre-neoplastic rat liver. Moreover, in a long-term DEN plus PB regimen, vanadium limits in situ MT expression with a concomitant decrease in MT immunoreactivity. Treatment by NH 4 VO 3 restored hepatic levels of essential trace elements and decreased nodular incidence and nodule multiplicity in the rats treated with DEN plus PB. Globally, the study provided evidence supporting the chemopreventive potential of vanadium in limiting neoplastic transformation during the preneoplastic stages of hepatocarcinogenesis in rats [225] .
Tumor cells derived from human placenta HTB-14, the murine tumor cell line MDAY-D2 and endothelium murine cells EDMA were inhibited by 5-50 M sodium vanadate; the cells in active proliferation were more sensible to the inhibitory action of the V V -derivatives [226] .
Several VCs with potential application in cancer treatment have been synthesized. Among V IV -derivatives, Metvan (Fig. 9 ) was identified as one of the most promising multitargeted anticancer VC with apoptosis-inducing activity. At nanomolar and low micromolar concentrations, Metvan induces apoptosis in different tumoral cell lines of human origin such as leukemia cells, multiple myeloma cells and solid tumor cells derived from glioblastoma, breast cancer, ovarian, prostate and testicular cancer patients [14, 114, 227, 228] . Another advantage of Metvan is that it is highly effective against ovarian cancer and testicular cancer cell lines resistant to cisplatin. Its action is probably associated with the generation of ROS and depletion of glutathione together with a loss of mitochondrial transmembrane potential. The metastatic properties of some tumor cells such as human malignant glioblastoma and breast cancer were also highly inhibited or impaired by Metvan. Moreover, Metvan showed advantages of significant antitumor activity, delayed tumor progression and increased survival time in models of severe combined immunodeficient mouse xenograft of human malignant glioblastoma and breast cancer.
The broad spectrum anticancer activity of Metvan together with favorable pharmacodynamic features and lack of toxicity emphasizes that this V IV -compound has potential to be the first vanadium complex as an alternative to platinum-based chemotherapy [114] .
On the other hand, Vanada-and niobatricarbadecaboranyl monohalide complexes proved to be potent cytotoxic agents against murine and human leukemia and lymphoma growth as well as HeLa suspended uterine carcinoma [229] . The vanadium complex decreased the proliferation of several tumor cell lines: KB nasopharynx, Hepe liver, HCT-8 ileum and 1-A9 ovary solid carcinomas. In human HL-60 promyelocytic leukemia cells the compound reduced the growth of KB nasopharynx, Hepe liver, HCT-8 ileum and 1-A9 ovary solid carcinomas. In these cells DNA and purine de novo syntheses were significantly inhibited or suppressed activities of DNA polymerase alpha and PRPP-amido transferase, but the activity of topoisomerase I and II was not inhibited. The complex activated caspases 3, 6 and 9 which conveyed the cells to apoptosis.
Another interesting group of compounds with antitumoral properties are three vanadocene derivatives (see e.g. 14 in Fig. 9 ) [230] . These induce apoptosis in human cancer cells by an as yet unknown mechanism. In human HepG2 cells, a several vanadocene complexes triggered activation of the c-fos promoter without affecting the minimum promoter containing p53 response elements or the GADD45 promoter. These results indicated that the apoptotic signal of vanadocenes is not triggered by primary DNA damage and it does not require p53 induction, thereby disproving the hypothesis that it mechanistically resembles the cytotoxic action of cisplatin [231] . On the other hand, vanadocenes are efficient agents against human testicular cell lines [232] .
In a systematic study of several metallocenes containing vanadium (vanadocenes as well as of several other metals) were tested on the human testicular cancer cell lines Tera-2 and Ntera-2. Interestingly, only the V IV -containing metallocenes exhibited significant cytotoxicity leading the tumoral cells to apoptosis within 24 h [232] .
To protect biomolecules against the attack of free radicals and/or to suppress the resultant injure, there are numerous natural free radical scavengers and antioxidants. Among antiradicals, flavonoids are a group of natural occurring polyphenols predominantly synthesized by higher plants [233] . Chemically, flavonoids have the general structure corresponding to 15 in Fig. 9 , with a 15-carbon skeleton, consisting of two phenyl rings (A and B) and one heterocyclic ring (C). This carbon structure is frequently abbreviated as C6-C3-C6.
Metal chelation may have important roles in the improvement of both the antioxidant properties and the antitumoral behavior of flavonoids [234] and this binding influences the antioxidant and antitumoral properties of flavonoids.
The phenolic OH substituents and the electronic resonance between A-and B rings of flavonoids are the basis for their antioxidant and biological activities. Besides, the OH groups located on B ring are the most significant factors that influence their scavenging properties toward the reactive oxygen species (ROS) [234, 235] .
The antioxidant and antitumoral properties of a series of flavonoids (quercetin, hesperidin, morin, silibinin, chrysin) and their complexes with oxidovanadium(IV) was investigated. In a model of two murine osteoblastic cell lines in culture, quercetin (16) , displayed antitumor properties since it caused an inhibition of cell proliferation in the tumoral cell line UMR195 while it did not show any deleterious action in the non-transformed osteoblasts MC3T3-E1. Nevertheless, the V IV -complex was more deleterious in the tumoral osteoblasts [236] .
The V IV -complex with hesperidin (17), when tested on the osteosarcoma cell line UMR106 as well as on the Caco-2 human colon adenocarcinoma, showed promissory anticarcinogenic properties [237] .
Morin (18), is also a natural compound with attracting healthy properties. Epidemiological studies already have indicated that adequate intakes of flavonoid-rich foods may reduce the risk of coronary heart disease and certain cancers [238] . The antioxidant and anticancer activity of morin and the improvement of these capacities were investigated by chelation to oxidovanadium(IV), and the antiproliferative effects, morphological changes and ROS generation in normal (mouse) MC3T3-E1 and tumoral (rat) UMR106 bone cell lines in culture were studied. Morin and its V IV -complex behaved as good antioxidant agents for some of the radicals and that the complexation improved this behavior. A considerable variation in sensitivity was observed in the breast cancer cells but non-specificity was found for the treatment of osteosarcoma. Moreover, the compounds did not affect the normal proliferation of the breast epithelial mammal cells. The mechanistic studies demonstrated that the complex did not generate ROS and did not produce any damage of DNA. The plasmatic membrane was observed to be damaged only in the SKBR3 cell line. In contrast, the perturbation of the mitochondrial membrane potential and the activation of caspase 3/7 for the breast tumor cells revealed an apoptotic cell death process.
Moreover, two new complexes of flavonoids with oxidovanadium(IV) have thoroughly been investigated in the MG-63 cell line, a very good model for osteosarcoma, the most common form of bone cancer and to study the effects of potential anticancer drugs. Silibinin or silybin (19) is one of the popular dietary supplements that has been extensively studied for its antioxidant, hepatoprotective and anti-cancer properties. Silibinin has also demonstrated potent antiproliferative effects against various malignant cell lines [239] [240] [241] [242] .
It was reported that in UMR106 rat osteosarcoma cell line silibinin caused a decrease of cell proliferation ca. 40% at 100 M, while its effect on the non-transformed osteoblasts MC3T3-E1 was less than 10% at the same concentration [243] . In MG-63 human osteosarcoma cell line, its V IV -complex, Na 2 [V IV O(silibinin) 2 ]·6H 2 O, VOsil, inhibited the viability of the osteosarcoma cells in a dose dependent manner with a greater potency than silibinin or the inorganic V IV . The VOsil also displayed a concentration effect both in cyto-and genotoxicity processes. Distribution of the redox status of the cells determined through the increase in ROS level and the decrease in GSH/GSSG ratio were the main events involved in the deleterious effects of the complex on tumoral osteosarcoma cells. Moreover, the complex caused cell cycle arrest and the activation of caspase 3 that triggered apoptosis [244] . Comparing the antitumoral effectiveness of VOsil, with those of the reference metallo-drug (cisplatin) in MG-63 cells: (a) at the lower tested concentrations (2.5 and 10 M), cisplatin and VOsil did not have any effect on cell viability; (b) at 25 M, cisplatin and VOsil were similar as inhibitory agents of cell proliferation, since both of them produced ca. 15% decrease in cell viability; (c) at the middle tested concentration (50 M), VOsil was less deleterious than cisplatin (60% versus 23% survival), whereas at 100 M the differences were 33% versus 21% of surviving cells, respectively.
Another interesting flavonoid complex with potential antitumor properties is with chrysin (20) : [V IV O(chrysin) 2 EtOH] 2 (VOchrys). Oxidovanadium(IV), chrysin and VOchrys caused a concentrationdependent inhibition of cell viability in MG-63 osteosarcoma cells, VOchrys being the strongest antiproliferative agent in this cell line [245] having a lower IC 50 value (16 M) than cisplatin (43 M) in this cell line (Etcheverry, unpublished results) .
From the comparison of the antitumoral actions of VOchrys, VOsil and cisplatin in the human osteosarcoma cell line MG-63 it could be concluded that VOchrys was the strongest antiproliferative agent, ROS and the alterations in the GSH/GSSG ratio being relevant for the main mechanism of action of VOchrys. When the oxidative stress was diminished by additions of ROS scavengers (vitamin C plus vitamin E) or GSH, the viability experiments demonstrated beneficial effects. Besides, VOchrys caused disruption of the mitochondria membrane potential (MMP), increased the level of caspase 3 and produced DNA fragmentation, as measured by the sub-G1 peak in cell cycle arrest experiments. All these events finally convey the human osteosarcomal cells to apoptosis.
Several other organically chelated vanadium compounds potentiate pharmacological actions over those of simple vanadium salts [246, 247] . For example, vanadium complexes with quinoline and pyridinone ligands were synthesized and tested for the antiproliferative activity toward U937 cells. The antiproliferative activity of quinoline complexes toward U937 cells showed little dependence on the length and shape of the alkyl chain. In contrast, a good correlation was found between the IC 50 values and partition coefficients (log P) values of pyridinone complexes. One member of the latter group showed an IC 50 value smaller than cisplatin. Besides, this complex triggered apoptosis but through a pathway independent of caspase activation since inhibitors of caspase-3, -8, and -9 did not affect the antiproliferative activity [248] .
The complex VO(acac) 2 was reported to block cell cycle progression permanently at G1 phase in a dose-and timedependent manner in HepG2 cells. This was further evidenced by the growth regulatory signals during the G1 stage. Neither O 2
•− nor the H 2 O 2 levels were increased, but perhaps not surprisingly the levels of phosphorylated extracellular signal-regulated protein kinase (ERK) and that of Akt were highly activated. Globally, the authors suggested that VO(acac) 2 -induced proliferation inhibition is caused by G1/S cell cycle arrest, which resulted from the decreased level of phosphorylated pRb in its active hypophosphorylated form, via a highly activated ERK signal in HepG2 cells. The results presented here provided new insight into the development of vanadium compounds as potential anticancer agents [249] . A vanadium(III)-l-cysteine compound showed significant antitumor effects on 3,4-benzopyrone induced soft tumors [250, 251] . This V III -Cys compound, or its oxidation products, at a concentration of 10 −3 M, showed inhibition of NEP activity as potent as thiorphan at 10 −3 M, while V IV OSO 4 in the same concentration exhibited less than 50% inhibitory activity than that of thiorphan at 10 −3 M. Additionally, the antimetastatic effects of the V III -Cys compound, Cys and V IV OSO 4 were examined on Wistar rats treated with 3,4-benzopyrene. The results revealed that 1 prevents significantly lung metastases (only 9.5% of animals treated with the V III -Cys compound showed metastases), whereas 47-52% of the rats of the control group and those treated with Cys and V IV OSO 4 exhibited metastases [115] . Several V V -complexes were screened for their potential cytotoxic activity in two different cell lines [252] . The toxic effects were incubation time and concentration dependent and specific for each compound and type of cells. The HeLa tumor cells were more sensitive to drug effects than the 3T3-L1 fibroblasts. According to the IC 50 values and the results on reversibility to drug effects, the V V -MHCPE system (MHCPE, 20 in Fig. 9 ) show higher toxicity in the tumor cells than in non-tumor cells, this indicating potential antitumor activity.
Another interesting group of vanadium compounds are complexes of oxidovanadium(IV) with ligands that hold multiple donor atoms able to coordinate with metal centers. Strong chelating ligands are very important in living systems since they can facilitate the uptake and transport of metals inside the cells. The role of lowmolecular-mass compounds involving multidentate oxygen donors is of great value. Oxodiacetate (oda), O(CH 2 COO − ) 2 , is a very versatile ligand since the O donor atoms can be placed on different orientations. Oda holds an OOO donor group and can coordinate metal ions by forming chelate rings [253] . Vanadium compounds once absorbed in mammals are stored mainly in bones with a halflife of ca. 5 days [254] .
These results enhanced the scientific interest in the biological effects of vanadium in hard tissues. V IV O-complexes of oda, V IV O(oda) 22, as well as V IV O(oda)(bipy) 23 and V IV O(oda)(phen) 24 (Fig. 10) , displayed important effects in bone related cells in culture. All these compounds were tested on two osteoblast-like cell lines in culture (MC3T3E1 derived from mouse calvaria and UMR106 derived from a rat osteosarcoma cells). V IV O(oda) caused inhibition of cellular proliferation in both cell lines, but the cytotoxicity was stronger in the normal (MC3T3E1) than in the tumoral (UMR106) osteoblasts. The compound also produced some effects on cell differentiation tested through the specific activity of alkaline phosphatase of the UMR106 cells because they expressed a high activity of this enzyme. As with other vanadium compounds, V IV O(oda) behaved as an inhibitory agent of osteoblast differentiation [255] . Besides the dose-dependent decrease in cell proliferation, V IV O(oda) caused morphological and actin alterations.
V IV O(oda) increased the level of ROS which correlated with a decreased in GSH/GSSG ratio. Besides, V IV O(oda) induced a dissipation of the mitochondria membrane potential (MMP) and promoted an increase in ERK cascade phosphorylation, which is involved in the regulation of cellular death and survival. All the effects were more pronounced in MC3T3-E1 than in UMR106 cells. Using specific inhibitors of different intracellular signaling pathways, it could be demonstrated that V IV O(oda) stimulated ERKs phosphorilation by induction of upstream kinases of ERK pathway by free radicals. Clearly, the results suggested that the apoptotic actions of this complex were mediated by the involvement of oxidative stress, MMP alterations and ERK pathway [256] .
Moreover, the related VO(oda)(phen) 24 in the same osteoblastic model caused inhibition of cellular proliferation in both cell lines (MC3T3E1and UMR106), but the cytotoxicity was stronger in the normal than in the tumoral osteoblasts [257] . On the contrary, VO(oda)(bipy) 23 was statistically stronger in the tumoral cells [258] . More recently the effects of VO(oda) (22) , VO(oda)(bipy) (23) and VO(oda)(phen) (24) (Fig. 10) on MG-63 human osteosarcoma cell line were reported [259] .
All three complexes depicted in Fig. 10 caused a concentration dependent inhibition of cell viability. The antiproliferative action of 24 could be observed in the whole range of concentrations (from 2.5 to 100 M), while that for 22 and 23 showed a decrease of cell viability only at higher concentrations. VO(oda)(phen) caused strong cytotoxicity affecting lysosomes and mitochondria metabolism from the lowest tested dose (2.5 M), while VO(oda) and VO(oda)(bipy) produced these effects at higher concentrations. No DNA damage could be detected by the comet assay with VO(oda) at 2.5-10 M, while VO(oda)(phen) and VO(oda)(bipy) induced DNA damage at 2.5 and 10 M, respectively (p < 0.01). ROS levels increased at 10 M of VO(oda)(phen) and only at 100 M of VO(oda) or VO(oda)(bipy). Moreover, VO(oda)(phen) and VO(oda)(bipy) triggered apoptosis as a relevant mechanism of cell death.
Nuclease activity of the three compounds 22-24 revealed that DNA cleavage caused by VO(oda)(bipy) and VO(oda) was similar, while VO(oda)(phen) showed a stronger effect. Within this series of compounds a good relationship between the bioactivity of the complexes and their structures is noticed. VO(oda)(phen) presented the most potent antitumor action in human osteosarcoma cells followed by VO(oda)bipy and then by VO(oda) according to the number of intercalating heterocyclic moieties [260] .
Several V V -compounds were reported to exhibit antitumoral properties in various experimental systems [11, 14, 44, 201, 261] and Korbecki et al. [11] critically reviewed some of these cases.
One interesting report used in vitro and in vivo models to characterize the anti-tumor properties of V V -complexes with hydroxilamido and amino acids (Fig. 11) [262] .
The complexes VO(NH 2 O) 2 (Val) and VO(NH 2 O) 2 (Met) inhibited the proliferation of two osteoblast cell lines in culture, MC3T3-E1 and UMR106 with different potency. Besides, the complexes were deleterious on the viability of an in vivo model of zebrafish eggs. A good correlation between the in vitro and in vivo experiments was supported by the IC 50 values for both complexes, considering the results in the osteoblast studies and the IC 50 values obtained with the in vivo model of toxicity (FET test). Moreover, the cytotoxicity in cell cultures showed a decrease in mitochondrial enzymatic activities and DNA damage could also be observed by comet formation in MC3T3-E1 cells while this effect could not be observed in the osteosarcoma cells. Additionally, VO(NH 2 O) 2 (Val) greatly enhanced ROS levels in MC3T3-E1 and UMR106 cells, suggesting an important role for oxidative stress in the toxicity mechanism of this compound. Since VO(NH 2 O) 2 (Val) was more stable as well as less cytotoxic, both in cell cultures and in the in vivo model than VO(NH 2 O) 2 (Met), it is considered a promissory compound to be further investigated as a potential antitumoral agent. Moreover, these results emphasize the potential of zebrafish as an attractive complementary platform for drug development.
Globally the results concerning the anti-tumor properties of VCs are promising with respect to their possible introduction into the therapy due to their low IC 50 (several M, depending on cell line and VC), antiproliferative and proapoptotic effects. There are many possible targets of VCs. The text above, the review of Korbecki et al. [11] and references therein summarize most of the relevant data.
On the other hand, VCs may also have carcinogenic properties and stimulate tumor development, as well as anti-apoptotic properties on cancer cells, thus several mechanisms also existing for VCs presenting carcinogenic action.
The effects of vanadium compounds depend on many factors, namely the pro-apoptotic or anti-apoptotic effect of VCs depend largely on the cell type, but also on the type of VC and its dose. The key protein, defects of which may drastically change the effects of VCs, is p53 (a large number of tumor cell types have defects in the gene encoding this protein) [11] . In p53-defective cells (tumor cells or non-tumor p53-knock out cells), VCs inhibit the cell cycle and thus induce apoptosis [263] . Activation of NF-B by ROS generated by VCs enhances the apoptotic effect [264] . In contrast, in p53-functional cells, disturbed phosphorylation of p53 leads to inhibition of apoptosis [265] . In addition, VCs stimulate the cell cycle, thus inhibiting apoptosis, as both processes are mutually connected [263] . Moreover, NF-B activation inhibits apoptosis of tumor cells. One relevant issue is that frequently VCs cause much more DNA damage in tumor cells compared to non-tumor cells when present at the same levels. Extensive DNA damage leads to apoptosis of tumor cells while a less intensive damage evoked by vanadium compounds in non-tumor cells may stimulate synthesis and activation of repair enzymes, thus protecting those cells from apoptosis [11] . The above processes promote tumor cell growth at early stages of the disease and have an antitumor effect in the advanced stages of cancer. In fact, there are studies in animals treated with carcinogens that suggest that VCs used at low levels have selective effects on the tumor cells [266, 267] .
Other medicinal uses
Antiparasitic vanadium compounds
In 2011 a comprehensive review on the current status of the potentiality of vanadium compounds in the treatment of neglected tropical diseases and its background was published [9] . This work reviewed the research carried out till end of 2010 on VCs as prospective agents against Trypanosoma cruzi, Leishmania spp. and Entamoeba histolytica, the protozoan parasites that are the causative agents of American trypanosomiasis (Chagas disease), leishmaniasis and amoebiasis, respectively; a brief description of the diseases was included, thus it is the recommended reference for this purpose. This review was the kickoff for further related work and was followed by the inclusion of the topic in recent reviews and thematic chapters [6, 10, 268] . The present review includes further work carried out on the topic. Although research efforts on the medicinal chemistry of vanadium have mainly focused whether on improving biodistribution and tolerability of the vanadium insulin-enhancing core or on developing potential anti-tumor compounds, in recent years some research groups dedicated efforts to the development of prospective agents toward the potential treatment of parasitic diseases produced by trypanosomatid and E. histolityca parasites.
Vanadium compounds evaluated in vitro on a related protozoan parasite, Trypanosoma brucei, will be also addressed in the current review. Human African trypanosomiasis (sleeping sickness) is caused by parasites of the T. brucei complex (e.g. T. brucei gambiense and T. brucei rhodesiense). It is transmitted by the bite of the tsetse fly. It represents a major disease burden in sub-Saharan regions of Africa. It is also considered by the World Health Organization as one of the seventeen neglected tropical diseases together with Chagas disease and leishmaniases. The disease affects mostly poor populations living in remote rural areas of Africa. Untreated, it is usually fatal. Although controlled in the 1960s, the disease reemerged due to lack in sustained surveillance in the 1980s. More recently, upon increased control the number of new reported cases has been diminishing slowly.
Only four drugs are registered for the treatment of human African trypanosomiasis: pentamidine, suramin, melarsoprol and eflornithine. They give rise to undesirable collateral toxic effects, show limited and variable efficacy depending on the type or stage of the disease and suffer from parasite's development of resistance [269] [270] [271] [272] [273] .
In respect to anti-T. cruzi agents a typical medicinal chemistry research was carried out to rationally design prospective antitrypanosomal compounds that could be hits or lead compounds for further drug development. This research involved the design of two families of V IV O-compounds including polypyridyl ligands (NN) bearing DNA intercalating capacity (Fig. 12) . This strategy pointed out at DNA as a potential parasite target. It was inspired in the fact that compounds able to generate nucleic acids modifications have received high attention in anti-tumor drug design and in the reported metabolic similarities between tumor cells and highly proliferative trypanosomatid parasites. For instance, some compounds that efficiently interact with DNA in an intercalative mode exert anti-trypanosomal activity [274] [275] [276] .
Through this strategy two families of structurally related compounds have been synthesized, fully characterized and evaluated (Fig. 13) .
The activity on T. cruzi of the [V IV O(SO 4 )(H 2 O) 2 (NN)] series is shown in Table 1 . The NN ligands showed activity on the parasite [117, 277] . Their coordination to the V IV O core led to activities in the same range than the reference tripanocidal drug Nifurtimox (IC 50 6.0 M) and to slight changes in activity for the dppz, phendione and epoxyphen complexes; noteworthy, the tdzp complex showed a significantly improved antitrypanosomal activity in respect to free tdzp. Although the complexes are structurally analogous, the nature of the NN ligand included in the coordination sphere was determinant for the antitrypanosomal activity.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) studies using pBR322 plasmid as model molecule confirmed that the complexes modified the tertiary structure of the plasmid which indicates that they interact with DNA (Fig. 14) . Although only a reduced series of structurally related compounds was compared and AFM studies alone are not enough to judge the ability of the compounds to affect DNA, a correlation between the anti-T. cruzi activity and the intensity of the effect observed on the plasmid appeared to exist [277] .
Additional parasite targets could be affected by the complexes due to the presence of the V IV O core. Although not demonstrated it was hypothesized that coordination to vanadium may in some way improve bioavailability by acting as a carrier system, improving cell uptake due to changes in solubility and/or lipophilicity of the phenanthroline derivatives upon coordination. [117, 118, [277] [278] [279] [280] .
IC50, concentration required for inhibition of 50% of culture growth. A larger series of heteroleptic bioactive [V IV O(L-2H)(NN)] compounds was obtained where L are tridentate salicylaldehyde semicarbazone derivatives depicted in Fig. 15 , where NN is either bipy, dppz, phen, epoxyphen or aminophen [278] [279] [280] .
This series includes several compounds with very interesting biological properties. The in vitro anti-T. cruzi activity resulted mainly dependent on the nature of the NN ligand and almost independent of the chemical nature of the substituents R 1 and R 2 in the salicylaldehyde moiety (Table 1 and Fig. 16 ). The approximate order of activity
The semicarbazone ligands showed IC 50 values higher than 100 M and the V IV O-compounds were in general much more active than the polypyridyl compounds included in their coordination spheres. Seventeen of the twenty-five complexes were more active than the Nifurtimox (IC 50 (M): 6.0 (Dm28c strain), 7.7 (Tulahuen 2 strain)). The compounds including aminophen were the most active ones showing IC 50 values in the submicromolar range and being 9.6-to 18.5-fold more active than aminophen itself, as measured by their IC 50 values in M units. The selectivity to the parasite in respect to mammalian cells was also studied for the most relevant compounds. The phen compounds showed selectivity indexes SI (IC 50 mammalian cell model/IC 50 T. cruzi) ranging between 38 and 596 using THP-1 human acute monocytic leukemia (ATCC) cells as mammalian cell models [278] . The epoxyphen and aminophen compounds showed SI values (IC 50 J774 murine macrophages/IC 50 T. cruzi in the range 10-41 and 96-185, respectively. Furthermore, none of the aminophen complexes displayed relevant toxicity against J-774 macrophages at doses down to 50 M, depicting in all cases much higher SI values than the corresponding value for aminophen itself. According to accepted guidelines for the development of anti-T. cruzi drugs these compounds deserve further studies to establish their therapeutic potentiality [281] .
Having twenty-five structurally related compounds, a QSAR (quantitative structure activity relationship study) study was carried out to get a design guide for further antitrypanosomal drug development. This study is particularly relevant since QSAR studies are still not very common in inorganic medicinal chemistry research due to the difficulty to get a high number of structurally related compounds [280] . Lipophilic effects are among the factors controlling transport to and interaction with biological receptors. Lipophilicity was experimentally determined using reversed-phase TLC experiments where the stationary phase, precoated TLC-C 18 The indicator variable I col takes into account the potentially different biological behavior of the selected NN scaffolds. The highly electrophilic epoxyphen may react with biological nucleophiles from proteins and DNA through the epoxide-moiety, while the nucleophile aminophen may react with biological electrophiles through the amino-moiety. Moreover, the -expanded systems dppz, phen and phen derivatives may also intercalate to DNA.
In summary, the equation highlights the relevance of the lipophilic parameter on the desired bioactivity. Additionally it also reflects the significance of the structure of the co-ligand on the anti-T. cruzi effect. Accordingly complexes with DNA-modifying coligands with the higher I col values, i.e. aminophen and epoxyphen, were the most cytotoxic for the parasite.
A parabolic relationship between biological response and lipophilicity was obtained and, from this correlation an optimum R M value was determined which may be a design guide for future development of new compounds bearing a better biological profile.
When trying to access the mechanism of action of the compounds, DNA interaction of the complexes was assessed through different techniques: agarose gel electrophoresis, viscosity measurement of DNA solutions and AFM [280] .
In addition, a metabolomic study was performed by incubating the parasite with the two most active V IV O-compounds [V IV O(L2-2H)(epoxyphen)] and [V IV O(L2-2H)(aminophen)] in order to study the changes in relevant biochemical pathways promoted by them. In particular, the consumption of glucose by trypanosomatid protozoa is characterized by the excretion of reduced products such as succinate, pyruvate or lactate not only in anerobiosis, but also under aerobic conditions. A compartmentation of the glycolytic enzymes, most of which are placed in an organelle called the glycosome, and a relative inefficacy of the respiratory chain has been described. Previous research on T. cruzi epimastigotes metabolism using [l- 13 C] glucose as substrate described the detection by 13 C NMR of the carboxylates succinate, pyruvate, acetate and lactate and the amino acids Ala and Gly as main catabolites of glucose [282] . Therefore, the modifications in the excreted metabolites produced by the incubation of the parasite with the selected V IV O-compounds were followed by 1 H NMR spectroscopy. An increment of excreted Gly, acetate and Ala was observed. Acetate and Gly are catabolites produced in the parasite single mitochondrion. Alanine is produced in the cytosol of the parasite cell from pyruvate that is originated in a specific parasite organelle called glycosome, via phosphoenolpyruvate. This pyruvate is also used, into the mitochondrion, in the like-Krebs cycle (Fig. 17 ) [283] . Consequently, an increment in the amount of Ala could be indicative of an increment of cytosolic pyruvate due to a deficient mitochondrion uptake emerging of deleterious effects on mitochondrion integrity. Consequently, the mitochondrion could be pointed out as a potential target for these complexes [280] . The presence of the V IV O core together with the semicarbazone and NN co-ligands seemed to be determinant of the activity. The
complexes, where L are the salicylaldehyde semicarbazone derivatives L1-L5 showed no antitrypanosomal activity [279] .
Concerning the question if the vanadium center is needed in order to have bioactive compounds, the previously obtained compounds with aromatic amine N-oxide derivatives showed a significantly higher activity for the V IV O-compounds that for analogous Cu II and Pd II compounds [284] . These results are in agreement with the previously described observations which suggested that the complexes probably not only interact with DNA but also affect relevant metabolic pathways in the parasite.
Recently, the genomes of the parasites T. cruzi, T. brucei and Leishmania major have been decoded and showed a high degree of similarity [285] . Thus, clinically useful drugs affecting common enzymatic targets or metabolic pathways in these trypanosomatid parasites are being sought [286] . The emerging broad-spectrum chemical scaffolds could offer an innovative and less expensive approach for anti-parasitic drug discovery [287] . Therefore, some of the V IV O-compounds described above were also tested either on T. brucei or on different Leishmania species in order to recognize metal-based moieties that could inhibit T. cruzi or T. brucei or Leishmania spp. growth by acting on common targets. [278] .
The [V IV O(L-2H)(dppz)] compounds with L = L3-L5 (Fig. 15 ) showed dose dependent growth inhibitory activity toward the infective form of T. brucei brucei strain 427, cell line 449. They show IC 50 values in the low micromolar range (2.8 ± 0.1, 3.0 ± 0.2 and 1.5 ± 0.1, respectively). On the other hand, the bipy analogous complexes showed no significant activity against the same parasite. Both series showed a similar behavior against T. cruzi and T. brucei. These results are encouraging in respect to the proposed strategy for the development of compounds that could show activity toward both genetically related parasites [279] .
Using a similar strategy other mixed-ligand bioactive V IV Ocompounds were developed including phen as co-ligand. For this purpose the semicarbazone ONO co-ligand was changed by other ONO or NNO tridentate compounds.
In the case of the complexes depicted in Fig. 18 the mixed-ligand V IV O complex 26 showed a more than 10-fold improvement of IC 50 against T. cruzi (Dm28c) with respect to the ligand HL6 (IC 50 120.8 M) and an IC 50 value (10.7 M) in the same order of that of Nifurtimox (IC 50 6 .0 M). The complex is almost ten times more active than [V V O(L6)] 25. To explain the high inhibitory activity against the parasite of 26 as compared to 25, the interaction of this compound with DNA due to the presence of the phen ligand was postulated [288] (Fig. 19) .
Two related V IV O N-acylhydrazone complexes [V IV O(L7-2H)(phen)]·(H 2 O) 27 and [V IV O(L7-2H)(H 2 O)] 28, where L7 = LASSBio1064 = (E)-N -(2-hydroxybenzylidene-4-chlorobenzohydrazide were synthesized and evaluated on T. cruzi and L. major [289] . In this case, being L7 active on T. cruzi, both V IV O-complexes were also active in vitro against the epimastigote form of T. cruzi (Tulahuen 2 strain), showing IC 50 values of the same order or significantly lower than that of Nifurtimox (IC 50 : L7 2.1; 27 6.0; 28 1.7 M). On the other hand, L7 was inactive on L. major promastigotes and therefore again only the mixed-ligand V IV O-complex 27, which includes phen in its coordination sphere, showed activity on L. major promastigotes (IC 50 value 22.1 M). In addition, the ligand and both metal compounds showed low toxicity on peritoneal macrophage cells used as mammalian cell models (IC 50 > 100 M). It was hypothesized that the higher activity of these VCs may be related to either an easier uptake and/or to their higher efficacy toward their targets. On the other hand, inside cells the vanadium speciation may yield species containing or not the original ligands. The phen moiety may indeed be relevant in this respect since it improves the biological activity of the metal-based systems probably by acting as DNA intercalator. Indeed, DNA interaction ability of the phen complex was demonstrated by AFM, fluorescence spectroscopy and viscosity measurements. There are two additional recent reports of VCs bearing inhibitory effects on Leishmania spp. growth. One of them established the growth inhibition of L. tarentolae promastigotes in vitro due to decavanadate (NH 4 ) 6 V 10 O 28 ·6H 2 O. The authors suggested the inhibition of phosphatases as a probable mechanism of action [290] .
The other report involves a completely different strategy [291] . In the mammalian host, the Leishmania parasites live inside macrophages. The resistance to Leishmania or the healing ability of leishmaniasis is related to Th1 response by macrophages. Thus, compounds that activate macrophages for the Th1 pathway could show interesting leishmanicidal activity. In this context, native or chemically modified polysaccharides have been studied to potentiate the immune response. A previous research by the same authors showed that V IV O complexation of galactomannan (GMPOLY), isolated from the lichen Ramalina celastri, exacerbated the cytotoxicity to intracellular Leishmania [9] . The in vitro effects of galactomannan (GALMAN-A) isolated from seeds of Mimosa scabrella and its oxidovanadium(IV/V) complex on macrophage activation and leishmanicidal activity on Leishmania (L.) amazonensis intramacrophages amastigotes were confirmed. Both are potent activators of macrophages favoring the upregulation of Th1 response in macrophages, responsible of leishmanicidal effects.
In respect to VCs as prospective agents for the treatment of amoebiasis, Maurya et al. developed a large series of vanadium compounds with activity against E. histolytica that was discussed in the previous review [9] . Expanding this work a new series of V IV O-and V V -complexes of binucleating bis(dibasic tridentate ONS donor) ligand systems showing antiamoebic activity was reported (Fig. 20) [292] .
The synthesized V V O 2 -complexes along with the ligands were screened for antiamoebic activity in vitro against the most common HM1:IMSS a highly virulent strain of E. histolytica. The complexes and the ligands showed IC 50 
Antiviral vanadium compounds
Only scarce work has also been reported on vanadium compounds showing activity on certain viruses, bacteria and fungi.
3.7.2.1. Anti-HIV vanadium complexes. The effect of VCs on human immune deficiency virus (HIV) was reviewed by Sun et al. [293] . Studies showed that vanadium-thiourea complexes and vanadium substituted polyoxotungstates exhibited potent anti-HIV properties toward infected immortalized T-cells [127, 294] .
In particular, the vanadium-substituted polyoxidotungstate [(V IV O) 2 (V V O)(SbW 9 O 33 ) 2 ] 11− exhibited antiviral activity not only against HIV-1 in vitro but also against the viruses causing influenza, Dengue fever and SARS (severe acute respiratory syndrome). At physiological conditions, this 'Keggin sandwich' decompose into vanadate(V) and tungstate(VI), which were suggested to be the real active species [294, 295] .
As it is known that V IV -complexes are not much stable under physiological conditions, porphyrinato ligands were used to stabilize the V IV O-unit and to get water-soluble oxidovanadium(IV)-porphyrins [128] . Porphyrins have a rigid square planar scaffold which could prohibit the demetalation reaction. The V IV -porphyrins prepared are stable in GSH containing solutions, and their inhibitory effects on HIV-1(BaL) replication in Hut/CCR5 cells were evaluated. All of these complexes showed antiviral activities compared to the vehicle control, but one of them, water soluble and containing aminosulfonyl functional groups (32 in Fig. 21 ), exhibited the highest potency at the 5 M level with over 97% inhibition.
HIV-1 reverse transcriptase (RT) is one of the major targets for anti-HIV drugs, and binding of VCs to RT has been reported [296] . The inhibitory power of 32 toward HIV-1RT was measured using an ELISA method, and significant RT inhibition was observed after 30 min incubation, as compared with the drug-free control. Computational stimulation of the interaction(s) between the V IV -porphyrin complexes and different molecular targets of HIV-1, revealed that 32 shows preferential binding to CD4 protein, with a binding energy suggesting that 32 may exhibit the anti-HIV-1 activity by blocking the entrance of the virus to its targeted host cells (e.g. Hut/CCR5) [297] . Oxidovanadium(IV) cyclam complexes were also developed as potential anti-HIV agents. The xylylbicyclam complexes 33 and 34 ( Fig. 22) were highly active against HIV-1 (IIIB) and HIV-2 (ROD) strains (IC 50 values in the range 1-5 M for 33 and 0.1-0.3 M for 34). However, the oligomeric V IV O-cyclam complexes showed to be inactive [129] .
The authors proposed the binding of the complexes to a receptor protein that HIV can use to infect T lymphocytes, called chemokine receptor type 4 (CXCR-4), as the mechanism of antiviral action. Docking studies of the most active compound 33 showed that binding of it to a model of the human CXCR-4 receptor might occur via coordination of vanadium to the carboxylate of Asp171 of the protein, accompanied by a weak attractive interaction of the oxidovanadium moiety to Trp 195 and by hydrophobic interaction between tryptophan residues and the bicyclam rings. The EPR data in aqueous solutions revealed two different environments for the V IV center in 33 and 34 and some exchange of axial sulfato and chloride ligands with solvent. The different nature of the V IV species present is probably the reason for the distinct biological activity of the chlorido and sulfato complexes.
Vanadium compounds active on other viruses.
Vanadium compounds showing activity in vitro on other viruses responsible of viral infections such as influenza, Dengue fever and SARS have been previously reviewed [201] . For instance, antiviral activity was observed for vanadate dependent haloperoxidase, isolated from the alga Corallina inaequalis, and its mutant Pro395Asp/Leu241Val/Thr343Ala. High activity was reported for both enveloped (Herpes simplex) and non-enveloped viruses (Coxsackievirus B4). In addition, activity against Gram-positive (Staphylococcus aureus) and Gram-negative bacteria (Pseudomonas aeruginosa) was observed [298] . (Fig. 23) . The activity of L8 (MIC 90% 57.7 M) was enhanced by binding to the V IV O-core. The results of unspecific cytotoxicity on mammalian cells models were not reported [300] .
Good biological results have been recently obtained with V IV O and V V homoleptic complexes of 8-hydroxyquinoline (8HQ) and heteroleptic ones including picolinato or Schiff bases as co-ligands [133] . 8HQ is a privileged structure, which is present in many bioactive natural products, and has been used as pharmacophore in the design of bioactive compounds against different diseases. As shown in this work it has also anti-MTB activity. When tested on the pansusceptible M. tuberculosis H37Rv ATCC 27294 strain the complexes 36, 37, 38 and 39 ( Fig. 24) showed low MIC values (90% inhibition) but similar to that of 8-hydroxyquinoline (MIC: 36 2.9; 37 4.1; 38 3.4; 39 3.7; 8HQ 2.5 M). They qualify as potential anti-MTB agents, having lower MICs than some drugs commonly used to treat tuberculosis. Being 8HQ active on MTB, the authors suggested a non-specific mechanism of action. The inclusion of 8HQ as ligand in VCs might improve its bioavailability enhancing the ability to penetrate the lipid-rich hydrophobic cell wall of the mycobacteria.
3.7.3.2. Activity of vanadium compounds against other bacteria and fungi. The activity of VCs against other bacteria and fungi has been also reported. Only some representative examples are included below.
The antibacterial activity of different polyoxometalates (PMs) against Helicobacter pylori, the Gram-negative bacterium which is a principal gastric pathogen of humans, was investigated [301] . The compounds were evaluated on drugs-susceptible and resistant H. pylori strains. Among the studied compounds the polyoxometalate Keggin-structural K 5 [SiV V W 11 O 40 ] showed bacteriostatic activity.
Ciprofloxacin is a quinolone type antibiotic that targets the DNA topoisomerase (gyrase) of bacterial type II. Heteroleptic V IV Ocomplexes with this antibiotic as ligand and various amino acids (dl-Ala, l-Tyr, l-Trp, l-Glu and l-Leu) were evaluated against Gram-positive (S. aureus, Baccilus subtilis, Serratia marcescens), and Gram-negative (P. aeruginosa, Escherichia coli) bacteria. In most of the cases a significant increase of the antibacterial activity of ciprofloxacin due to complexation was observed [302] .
Metal complexes of the Schiff base derived from condensation of 1H-indole-3-carboxaldehyde and 1-phenyl-2,3-dimethyl-4-amino-3-pyrazolin-5-one (L9) were tested for their in vitro antibacterial activity against Gram-positive bacteria (S. aureus, K. pneumoniae and L. monocytogenes), Gram-negative bacteria (E. coli, P. aeruginosa and Salmonella typhimurium) and anti-fungal activity (Candida albicans and Aspergillus flavus) strains. The coordination to metal ions and, in particular to V IV O-center in [VO(L9) 2 (H 2 O)]SO 4 , led to an increase in antibacterial and antifungal activity [303] .
V IV O-complexes with Schiff bases derived from condensation of 5-(phenyl/substituted phenyl)-2-hydrazino-1,3,4-thiadiazoles and indoline-2,3-dione showed higher in vitro antifungal (Aspergillus niger, Colletotrichum falcatum, Colletotrichum pallescence) and antibacterial against Gram-negative (Escherichia coli, Salmonella typhi) and Gram-positive (S. aureus, Bacillus subtilis) activities than free ligands [304] .
Conclusions
Vanadium being relevant in several biological processes, many of its complexes with organic derivatives have been proposed for the treatment of several types of diseases, although no compound is presently used in the clinic. Namely, as reviewed here and reported in many previous publications, vanadium compounds have been proposed for the treatment of diabetes, cancer, diseases caused by parasites, for anti-viral and anti-bacteria use and for as diverse types of therapeutic uses as cardio-protection and to improve cardiac performance.
There has been substantial progress with respect to the speciation of VCs in blood serum, but a lot remains to be done concerning in situ real-time investigation on the fate of a VC. In fact, besides questions on their speciation in the gastrointestinal tract, even small VCs cannot be expected to simply diffuse through membranes to get to the target tissues. They must undergo translocation from the bloodstream through the endothelium of capillaries into the interstitial fluid [79] . Binding to transferrin and/or albumin might be relevant in this respect, but further research must address the mechanisms by which these processes might occur. Thus, a deeper knowledge of the in vivo speciation of VCs should help to better understand the mechanisms of transport, targeting and the mode of action, and give support to the design of efficient vanadium-based drugs.
Despite the many advances, the not yet well-established mode of action of VCs remains a challenge. Many of the reported therapeutic effects are related to the similarity of vanadate and phosphate, thus to the inhibition of the active sites of phosphatases and related enzymes resulting thereof; kinase activation may also be relevant, as well as the ability to generate ROS.
As discussed in many publications, vanadium compounds activate numerous signaling pathways and transcription factors, this simultaneously potentiating application of vanadium compounds in therapeutics, but also exerting nonspecific diametrically opposite effects on different cell structures. Additionally, still not much is known regarding global toxicity issues and effects of VCs on the immune system and inflammatory reactions, particularly if long-term administration is required. Potential carcinogenicity and correlation between the use of VCs and effects on the free-radical cell background are also issues to address.
Globally vanadium compounds have potential pharmacological interest for the treatment of diabetes, assuming that its toxic side effects can be overcome. Drugs that when given orally do not readily hydrolyze in the gastrointestinal tract and could be directed to specific tissues might possibly overcome certain deleterious side effects. Thus, the use of VCs to treat type 2 diabetes is still an open question.
Given the importance of cancer and parasitic-related diseases such as Amoebiasis or Chagas', the non-adequacy or increasing resistance of pathogens against the presently used therapies, and the potentially lower costs of vanadium-based drugs, the prospective use of VCs in these areas appears promising. The combination of VCs with other drugs for the enhancement of the therapeutic effects is also an area deserving much more attention.
The ability to overcome the balance existing between the therapeutic action and adverse effects exerted by VCs, by shifting this balance toward the beneficial side, is the crucial issue for the future use of vanadium compounds in Medicine.
